Who’s at Home

Rating Plans. Forms.
Data Collection.
It’s what we do for you.

Over 35 years, AAIS has expanded the scope of
its services to provide more competitive,
responsive programs to our member insurers.
On their behalf, we are continually:
■ Developing refined rating plans, including the
first Homeowners By-Peril Rating Plan filed
countrywide and available to the industry.
■ Drafting policy forms and manuals, including
innovative, industry-leading programs in inland
marine and agricultural insurance.
■ Collecting and analyzing data from insurers
and sources outside the insurance industry.
■ Monitoring legal, market, and regulatory trends
to ensure that our programs are up-to-date and
fully compliant.
More than 700 P/C insurers rely on AAIS programs
in more than 25 lines of personal, commercial,
agricultural, and inland marine insurance.
They also rely on our people to help them
implement and maintain the programs, a feature
that sets AAIS apart.
To learn more, go to www.aaisonline.com.
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Thankfully, Paul Baiocchi, AAIS’s president and CEO for 25 years, is still at
AAIS, providing sound counsel until his retirement at the end of 2012.
In recent weeks I have joined Paul and members of our marketing team on the
road visiting with some of our customers and business partners.
Time and again, I came away from these visits deeply impressed by Paul’s
command of the details and the strategic implications of insurance product
development. In addition, I was very encouraged to hear and see just how
warmly the market has embraced the entire AAIS team.
Paul rose to become president and CEO as a practitioner of
insurance product development, as someone who mastered the
unique discipline of crafting forms and developing loss costs.
I come to this role with a different type of exposure to
insurance products, but a great appreciation for what it takes
to develop them.

Paul Baiocchi

As president of an MGA that developed its own forms for new and unique
specialty property products, I saw how the precise wording of our form
protected our carriers from unintended exposures that devastated other
companies after Hurricane Katrina.
On the “downside,” I was CFO of an insurer that was forced to pull a highly
publicized new product offering from filing over a mispriced premium credit,
and had to pull the plug on another high profile program after significant
investment in both time and money because of inadequate loss costs.
From experiences like these, I have a very high regard for those talented
individuals who are proficient in the exacting work of developing forms and
rating information– the people that develop products you can rely on.
1745 S. Naperville Road
Wheaton, IL 60189-5898
Toll free: 800.564.AAIS
E-mail: info@AAISonline.com
Web: www.AAISonline.com

Paul’s legacy, as you know from AAIS’s tagline, is an organization that provides
“products and people you can rely on.” My first task is to secure that legacy
and assure you that AAIS will maintain the product focus and customer
orientation our members have come to expect.

All material copyrighted by AAIS, 2012

Edmund Kelly
President & CEO
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Who’s at Home?

Occupancy questions for “owner-occupied” homes
In one court case reviewed by the Property Loss
Research Bureau (PLRB), a carrier was required to pay
on a residential property claim even though the named
insured had been incarcerated for eight months.
In other cases, claimants have been disappointed
to learn that they would collect nothing from paid-up
policies on otherwise covered losses because the named
insured was ruled not to reside at the insured premises.
In a Georgia case, the named insureds were denied
coverage for a loss to a home they planned to move into
after they sold their existing home.
In Michigan, a policyholder suffering from
Alzheimer’s was denied coverage because she had not
lived at the insured premises for two years before the
loss; her stated desire to return was not deemed relevant.

Vacancy
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To state the obvious, homeowners policies for
“owner-occupied” residences are written with the
understanding that the people named as insureds do, in
fact, live at the described premises.
The underwriting and rating are carried out under the
assumption that someone known to the insurer has an
ownership stake in the property and is physically present
to look after it.
Homeowners insurers know that’s not always the
case, however.
Many carriers have been hit by a claim, only to learn at
that point that a named insured is not living at an insured
premises, which may have been abandoned, temporarily
unoccupied, or occupied by other individuals.
Some unpleasant surprises can result, for insurers and
insureds alike.

Insurer initiatives to cancel coverage on “vacant”
and “unoccupied” homes has drawn the attention of
regulators in the New York Insurance Department in
recent years.
In a November 2008 circular letter, Deputy
Superintendent Steven Nachman wrote that “a number of
insurers had improperly cancelled homeowners’ policies
on the ground that an apparently unoccupied residence
constituted a ‘physical change’ in the premises.”
“The fact that an insured is not occupying a residence
does not, standing alone, constitute grounds for
cancellation of a homeowners’ policy,” he wrote.
Nachman added that insurers could not use
existence of a foreclosure action as the basis to cancel a
homeowners insurance policy.
In a supplemental letter to his circular, Nachmann
specified that, “[if] an insured enters a nursing home
or other health care facility intending for the stay to be
temporary, and takes steps to protect or maintain the
property...non-occupancy alone would likely not constitute
a permissible ground for cancelling the property.”
However, an insurer “would likely be justified” in
cancelling a policy if there was evidence that an insured
had abandoned the property, leaving it empty with no
intention of returning to it. 
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Carriers are
aware there are
circumstances when
named insureds will
be away from home
with little or no
increase in the risk.
©iStockphoto.com

Excluded?
In his letters, Nachman concentrated on the question
of whether an insurer could cancel a homeowners policy
if the subject residence became vacant.
Largely unaddressed was the question whether
an insurer could deny a property claim on a policy in
force if it became apparent that no one was living at the
described premises.
For that, there is precedent in the Standard Fire
Policy, which still serves as minimum standard of
coverage in many states.
The famous 165-line policy from 1943 states that
“this company (the insurer) shall not be liable for
loss occurring...while a described building, whether
intended for occupancy by owner or tenant, is vacant or
unoccupied beyond a period of sixty consecutive days.”
“Vacant” and “unoccupied” are not defined, and
the use of the conjunction “or” suggests a potentially
expansive application of what is effectively an exclusion.
That is offset, however, by the requirement that the
vacancy or unoccupancy last for at least 60 consecutive
days, so a visit to the property every two months might
be sufficient to maintain coverage.

Restrictions
Standardized homeowners policies typically impose
restrictions on certain coverages for properties that are
vacant or unoccupied.
For example, under AAIS Homeowners forms that
include theft coverage, there is no coverage for theft in
or to a residence being built, until it is occupied for its
intended use.
Also, there is no coverage for breakage of exterior
glass or safety glazing material, or for losses arising from
vandalism or malicious mischief to an insured residence
that is vacant for more than 60 consecutive days before
the loss.
4
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Similarly, there is, in effect, a 60-day vacancy
exclusion for “accidental discharge or overflow of water
or steam” in AAIS forms providing broad form named
perils coverage for a residence.
Beyond those and a few other limitations, however,
there are no explicit provisions in the AAIS Homeowners
Program base forms voiding coverage entirely for
insured premises that are unoccupied. Nor are such
provisions common in other industry forms.
Carriers are well aware that there are compelling
circumstances when named insureds will be away from
home with little or no increase in the risk. It can happen
when people are sent overseas for business or military
service, are hospitalized or sent to a nursing home, or
travel for extended periods of time.
It is perhaps for that reason that you don’t find strict
occupancy requirements written into most owneroccupied homeowners forms. Such requirements would
constrain their ability to address the circumstances in
each case.

Residency
In the absence of built-in occupancy specifications,
homeowners insurers rely primarily on residency
provisions of their policies to deny coverage for
exposures they never contemplated when insuring an
owner-occupied home.
The current AAIS Coverage A insuring agreement
states that the policy covers “the residence on the
described location,” with “described location” defined
as the house, townhouse, or row house “where ‘you’ (the
named insured) reside.”
If the named insured on a policy clearly resides at
another location, and is renting the insured dwelling
to others, the insurer stands on firm legal ground when
denying or restricting coverage.
For example, a New York court recently ruled in

favor of an insurance company that denied coverage to
a named insured because the dwelling where the loss
occurred had been rented to others for years.
In other situations, things are not so clear.
In Ohio, a lower court upheld denial of coverage
for a fire loss because the named insured for a home
used by members of his family had a primary residence
of his own. However, that judgment was overturned
by an appeals court, which noted that the insured
regularly visited the insured dwelling, saw to its upkeep,
occasionally stayed overnight, and thus could be said to
reside there.
“Reside” is not a defined term in most homeowners
policies, and the “plain and simple” meaning of that
term is not always so plain and simple, as attested by the
Michigan Supreme Court, which opined in an insurance
case that–
“in some contexts, the legal term (‘resides’) means
something more than actual physical presence; it
includes the intent to live at that location sometime
in the future, a meaning similar to the legal concept
of domicile. In other contexts, the term requires
actual physical presence.”

Warranty
Apart from the different circumstances of each case,
there is no legal consensus whether a phrase such as
“where you reside” is simply a statement of fact when
a policy is first written (an “affirmative warranty”),
or whether it can and should serve as a condition of
coverage (a “promissory warranty”).
AAIS is looking to address that issue as it
deliberates over the development of a new homeowners
endorsement option.
The new option will draw, in part, on language
provided under former AAIS homeowners forms.
That language explicitly excluded coverage for any
property loss that occurred more than 30 days after the
date the insured premises are no longer the permanent
residence of the named insured.
As previously utilized, that restriction would not
apply if:
■ The insured premises remained the permanent
residence of someone who was an insured while
the named insured lived there, or if
■ The named insured died while living at the
insured premises.
Such an option would provide a tool to insurers who
wanted coverage to cease automatically if a dwelling
was abandoned or occupied by other individuals
without imposing stringent residency requirements on
existing insureds. ■

Vacancy restriction
streamlined in latest
AAIS Businessowners
Revision
Commercial accounts also wrestle with
questions of coverage when an insured location
becomes vacant or unoccupied.
The latest revision of the AAIS Businessowners
Program (BOP) streamlines the provision
addressing vacancy losses.
The current AAIS BOP forms, filed in 2012 on
a multi-state basis, includes a vacancy provision
that:
■ Effectively excludes coverage for loss by theft,
vandalism, water, breakage of building glass,
and sprinkler leakage (the last does not apply if
the insured protects the sprinkler system against
freezing); and
■ Reduces by 15% the amount paid for any other
covered loss (e.g., fire) when an insured location
is vacant for more than 60 consecutive days.
An insured location is considered vacant when
its occupants have moved, leaving little or no
personal property behind.
If the named insured is the owner or general
lessee of an insured building, it is considered
vacant if 30% or less of the total square footage is
occupied as intended.
The latest version of this provision in
AAIS BOP forms supplants an earlier version
that included an “unoccupancy” provision
that restricted coverage as
described above if business
operations had been
suspended, but
personal property had
not been removed.
The effect of the
latest revision is to
keep coverage in place
when operations at an
insured location have
been suspended, but the
premises have not been
vacated. ■
VIEWPOINT | SUMMER 2012
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Museum Collection Coverage
New Inland Marine Guide forms help carriers cover museum collections
Museums may not be a big business, but they are
a stable one, according to Dewey Blanton, director of
strategic communications for the American Association
of Museums (AAM).
Museums experienced strong growth in the years prior
to the latest recession. Figures from the AAM suggest that
the rate of growth in museum construction was greater
than that of construction overall in the past three decades.
“Today, there are an estimated 17,500 museums in
the country,” Blanton says. “Most of those 17,500 are
county historical museums or small town museums run
by volunteers.
“We’ve had very few closures despite the economic
trauma,” he adds. “Our survey data shows that many
[museums] cut back on staff, cut public programs, and
temporarily suspended exhibits,” but the overall number
of museums seems to have “plateaued,” in his words.
Museum attendance actually increased in 2009,
according to a February 2010 AAM report. The report
attributed the rise, in part, to local visitors spending their
leisure dollars in low-cost venues closer to home–the socalled “staycation” trend.

6
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Forms
Insurers that use the AAIS Inland Marine Guide will
soon find it easier to provide property coverage for the
collections of America’s many and varied museums.
AAIS is preparing a new “Museums” class in
the Guide, AAIS’s industry-leading source of forms,
rating information, underwriting guidelines, and other
information for the traditionally nonfiled classes of inland
marine insurance.
As the foundation for the class, AAIS has developed
two base forms that are similar in most respects:
■ Museum Collection Coverage; and
■ Museum Collection Coverage – Fine Arts
Comprehensive Form.
The class will also include several endorsement
options and a sample rating procedure.
As AAIS has done for several years, the forms and
endorsements will be filed on behalf of program affiliates
in states that do not exempt inland marine forms from
filing requirements. 

Covered property

“Also, most museums do not insure for the full value
of their collections,” Nykaza adds. “This is due in part to
the frequent fluctuation of the value of the collection, and
because many museums find it economical to allocate
a portion of their funds to loss prevention rather than
insurance premiums.
“Underwriters need to assist policyholders in
determining the appropriate amount of insurance based
on a maximum probable loss and the amount the museum
is financially able to self-insure.”

Both museum coverage forms provide property
coverage for art and artifacts held or used by museums of
any size, from large institutions with multi-million dollar
collections to smaller ones that make up most of the
nation’s museums.
(Private collections held and/or displayed by
organizations that are not museums are more
appropriately covered under the Guide’s Fine Arts
coverage forms, described in the Summer 2011 edition of
Viewpoint, available at www.aaisonline.com.)
Coverage under the museum collection coverage
forms is structured to address some unique personal
property exposures for museum collections. In addition to
coverage for items owned by the institution, both forms
provide coverage for three other categories of property:

Additional coverage
In addition to the coverage provided for objects at
the premises, however, both museum collection forms
provide supplemental coverages that also address unique
exposures of museum collections.
Under separate limits that are written into the policy
but can be changed by entries on the schedule, the
museum collection forms provide coverage for:

■ Property of others in the insured’s care, custody, and
control which the policyholder has been instructed to
insure. This typically applies to items of value loaned to
the institution.

■ Property in transit on a “wall-to-wall” basis, meaning
it is covered from the moment it is removed from a
display, through the process of packing, shipping, and
unpacking, until it is installed for display at its next
location. This coverage fulfills a frequent requirement
of museum loan agreements.

■ Property of others in the insured’s care, custody,
and control while being evaluated for approval or
acceptance. This would apply to items a museum is
examining while considering whether to acquire them
for its collection.

■ Property at unnamed locations, which pays for loss
or damage to covered property while it is temporarily
away from the described premises.

■ The insured’s interest in residuary gifts and jointly
owned property. This would apply to valuable works a
benefactor may have bequeathed to an institution, but
still owns while he or she is still alive.

■ A reference library, including books, catalogs, and
other resources in print or electronic format. Museums
commonly have reference libraries for researching and
documenting their collections.

Blanket
These classes of property are covered on a blanket
basis up to the coverage limits while at a premises
described on a schedule that accompanies the policy.
“The value of a museum collection will frequently
fluctuate as items are acquired, sold, loaned, or received
as loans,” says Pam Nykaza, AAIS senior product
development specialist for inland marine and the
principal developer of the museum collection forms.
“That’s why blanket coverage for scheduled locations
is generally a more practical approach than scheduling
each item.

■ Items used to display, pack, or ship covered property.
■ Debris removal, with a limit expressed as a percentage
of the insured loss plus an additional dollar amount for
debris removal costs exceeding that percentage.
A sixth supplemental coverage is provided in both
forms: bailee legal liability coverage for loss to property of
others that the insured has been instructed not to insure.
In such cases, the property is insured by its owner, and
Bailee Legal Liability provides damage and defense cost

coverage for scheduled locations is generally a more practical
“Blanket
approach than scheduling each item.

“

Pam Nykaza, AAIS senior product development specialist for inland marine
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are an estimated 17,500
“ There
museums in the country,”
Blanton says. “Most of those
17,500 are county historical
museums or small town
museums run by volunteers.

“

Dewey Blanton
director of strategic communications
American Association of Museums

coverage to protect the insured in the event of a claim for
damages due to the insureds’ negligence and legal liability.
The limit for bailee legal liability coverage is
expressed as a percentage of the premises limit.

Comprehensive form
The comprehensive form includes several other
supplemental coverages not included in the basic
museum collection form:
■ Property of others held for sale, up to a separate limit,
and only for up to 90 days after the property comes into
the insured’s care, custody, or control.
■ The cost of preparing an inventory of damaged and
undamaged property in the wake of an insured loss,
up to a stated dollar limit.
■ The cost of recharging fire extinguishing equipment,
up to a stated dollar limit.
■ The cost to research, restore, or replace registration
records, up to a stated dollar limit.
■ Reimbursement of rewards paid for information
leading to the recovery of stolen property for a criminal
conviction for an arson, theft, or vandalism loss to
covered property; the limit is a percentage of the value
of the damaged or lost property, up to a stated limit.
■ Coverage for a “U.S. Indemnity Deductible,” the share
of a loss a holder of a U.S. Arts & Artifacts Indemnity
Certificate is required to bear when covered property
suffers a loss; the limit is a stated dollar amount.

Perils
Each of the Guide’s museum coverage forms
provide coverage on an open-perils basis. With
that, covered art and/or artifacts are insured
against a broader range of perils–including
flood and earthquake–than would typically be

provided in the commercial property policy covering the
structure and other personal property.
Endorsement options will be available for limiting or
excluding coverage for loss by flood and earthquake.
Excluded perils in the AAIS museum collection coverage
forms address hazards that are specific to museums.
In addition to some standard exclusions (civil
authority, nuclear hazard, war and military action), there
are several exclusions for non-fortuitous perils arising
from poor maintenance or safeguarding of the collection.
These include exclusions for losses arising from
contamination or deterioration, wear and tear, and repair,
restoration, retouching, framing, or conservation efforts.
The Museum Collection coverage form also includes
exclusions for missing property, exposure to light, and
temperature or humidity.

Loss settlement
Loss settlement valuation for property owned by the
museum is based on fair market value. For property of
others that the insured has been instructed to insure, the
valuation is determined based on the amount established
in the loan agreement.
Since the items insured are many times unique and
of intrinsic value beyond that of the monetary worth,
museums are frequently interested in retaining ownership
of lost, stolen, or damaged items.
For this reason a “buy-back” provision is included
in the coverage form that allows the insured to keep
recovered property provided it refunds all or part of any
recovery received from the insurer, under conditions
stipulated in the policy.
Summarizing this latest AAIS initiative, Nykaza says,
“we have received requests for these forms from our
program affiliates, and we saw this as an opportunity to
round out the classes offered in the Guide.” ■
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FARM & AG INSURANCE

Rating Liability by the Acre
AAIS adds acreage-based rating information for AgGL farm classes
AAIS led the way in introducing sales-based rating for
agricultural liability. Now it is following up by supporting
optional acreage-based rating for several farm classes.
In 2009, AAIS introduced sales-based rating for farm
classes under its Agricultural General Liability Program
(AgGL) , the first standardized general liability program
designed for agricultural operations.
At the time, the introduction of sales-based rating in
place of acreage-based rating was similar to the substitution
of sales for square footage as the standard rating basis for
commercial liability back in the 1980s.
In each case, the growing ability of enterprises to do
more in less space drove the demand to find a rating base
that better reflected the growing risk. The use of sales-based
rating for agricultural liability reflected, and still reflects, the
observations of experts in agriculture and insurance.

Indicator
Around the time the AgGL was developed, the U.S. Dept.
of Agriculture (USDA) wrote that “the level of sales of farm
products is a better indicator of farm size [than acreage], since
it unambiguously measures economic activity in dollars.
“In contrast,” the statement continued, “farm acreage just
measures an input, land, with no indication of the value of
what is actually produced.”
In light of that and similar observations, MarketStance,
a market intelligence firm specializing in insurance, opined
that “insurers may want to re-consider their traditional
reliance on acreage as the primary exposure measure for the
liability side of [farm multi-peril insurance].
“A switch to average farm revenue can greatly assist in
returning this line to a stable underwriting posture.”
To develop sales-based loss costs, AAIS agricultural
insurance specialists used data from its data resources and
the USDA to arrive at a loss cost in each state per $1,000 of
income for each commodity.
It also developed a six-step “Commodity Price
Stabilization Plan” to smooth out the impact of commodity
price swings on farm revenue.

Carrying on
That said, some farm insurers prefer to utilize traditional
acreage-based rating, especially for smaller farm risks.
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Acreage is easier to determine and monitor, they reason,
and many farm underwriting systems are structured to
accommodate acreage-based rating.
More importantly, regional insurers with substantial share
of the farm market rely more than commercial insurers on
individualized underwriting of risks.
Commercial underwriters rarely see individual risks in
many classes, and rely heavily on a few rating factors. In
contrast, farm underwriters are often conversant about the
unique activities taking place on farms.
Therefore, in response to requests from current and
prospective users of the AgGL, AAIS has developed
acreage-based rating information for several of the
program’s farm classes.

Classifications
Currently, the AgGL manual includes approximately
350 classifications of farms, agribusinesses, and related
operations. AAIS is filing a new manual rule and alternative
classifications for 46 classes that will, in effect, retain
acreage-based rating for farms with annual sales of $1
million or less.
The rule and alternative classifications will be filed on
an advisory basis in state-specific supplements to the AgGL
manual; companies using the program will need to take filing
action to adopt the supplements.
The new acreage-based classifications correspond
to existing classifications in the AgGL manual; those
classifications are broken down into three classes of farms
(small, medium, and large) corresponding with ranges used
by the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture.
Loss costs for both premises/operations and products/
completed work have been developed for each new
classification. The loss costs, which are provided for the
basic limits, can be adjusted by limits factors to develop
rating information for other limits.
With the new rating information, farm insurers currently
using acreage-based liability rating can convert more readily
to the AgGL. They would not have to train agents to collect
new types of data, and the program would have less impact
on their rating systems. ■

GUEST ESSAY

Corporate
Identity Theft
and Reputation
Recovery
by Brian McGinley
senior vice president
data risk management
Identity Theft 911
Providence, RI

How a business can recover
its reputation and financial
standing after a digital attack
or corporate identity takeover

This is the latest in a series of guest columns by
professionals in organizations that have become associate
members of AAIS. For information on becoming an
AAIS associate member, contact Rick Maka, director of
marketing and strategic alliance, at rickm@aaisonline.
com, or by calling 800-564-AAIS, ext. 222.
After more than six million passwords were
reported stolen from LinkedIn in June 2012, the online
professional networking site took a lot of heat about its
security precautions and response to the incident. The
LinkedIn episode demonstrates how difficult it can be to
manage the fallout from a digital attack.
A website hacking is just one way a business reputation
can be hijacked. Other less obvious threats to corporate
reputation include:
■ Web-spoofing: When a hacker makes a fraudulent replica
of a legitimate business site with the goal of duping
personal information from the legitimate site’s clientele
■ Website takeover: Surreptitious takeover of a legitimate
company website to insert and distribute malicious
software to customers who visit that site

Brian McGinley is senior vice president
of data risk management at Identity
Theft 911. With more than 30 years of
experience in risk management, security,
loss management and compliance within
financial institutions, Brian has held
senior positions at Wachovia Corp. and
Citigroup. He served as board chairman
of the Financial Services Roundtable/BITS
Identity Theft Assistance Center.
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■ Account takeover: Unauthorized establishment of bank
and other financial accounts in the name of a legitimate
company to misdirect payments and accounts receivable
■ Fraudulent customer solicitations in the name of a
legitimate company for the purpose of lending credibility
to inferior products and services—often in spam email or
telemarketing schemes.
These threats harm a company’s bottom line and
relationship with customers, that is its corporate reputation.
Every company has an identity, a brand, and that identity
means something in the mind of consumers. If the logos and

©iStockphoto.com

links for a best-in-class widget company shows up in in-boxes
across the globe pushing a poorly made knockoff, it’s a blow
to company integrity and its hard-earned market standing.

So what can businesses do?
1. Change the mindset and make a plan: All stakeholders
must understand the concept of corporate identity,
the myriad risks and the consequences of an attack.
Make the investment now. If this means hiring outside
consultants to conduct risk evaluations and structure
a response plan, so be it. Typically companies get the
ball rolling by dedicating a competent corporate officer
to the task of developing a data risk and identity threat
protection plan. When the concept of corporate identity
is established, the corollaries of security and reputation
management become obvious.
2. Get to the root of the problem: When a corporate
reputation is tarnished, find out what happened. For
example, after a digital break-in, a full system security
evaluation is necessary. All effected parties need to be
identified. If your business doesn’t have an in-house
security team, contact your data breach management
service provider for support, as well as your legal counsel
and your insurance provider. Your coverage just might
provide expert support. Remember the clock is ticking.
3. Lawyer up: Breaches and fraudulent representations
fall under a host of state and federal laws. They are not
uniform. If the breach happened on Cayman Island servers
and affected California residents the rules are likely
different than those that govern a spam email sent from
New Jersey to an Iowa garden club. This is a key reason
why you want an insurance policy that covers cybercrime
and corporate identity theft. Many provide experienced
attorneys in the time of need.

All stakeholders must understand the
concept of corporate identity, the myriad
risks and the consequences of an attack.

4. Get the word out: A few days after the LinkedIn attack,
mainstream media criticized the company for its slow
response in addition to its poor data protection practices.
After meeting with your legal team, your next call should
be to a PR firm. Be transparent about what happened,
outline the solution and assure all effected parties that
damages are covered under your identity theft and
cybercrime insurance policy.
5. Take the show on the road: The media can be your
friend. No, really. Assume responsibility and, once the
storm has died down, keep the conversation going.
Brave the media tempest and explain to the public what
happened, how it was corrected and what you’re doing
to keep it from happening again. Let your company be a
lesson in how to properly handle a data breach.
There is nothing at all good about a data breach or
corporate identity takeover. But you have a team of security
professionals, legal and PR behind you, it doesn’t need to
be the reputation nightmare that so many companies have
recently lived through. Have a plan and put your team in
place now. Good defense is the best offense. ■
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Slave Era Policies
A burden to insurers can be a benefit to African-American families
It’s a fact of American history that human beings were
once owned as property, and insured for the benefit of
their owners.
Now, insurers are required by at least four states–
California, Illinois, Iowa, and Maryland–to respond to
requests for information indicating whether they ever issued
polices insuring slaves, and for any available records of
those policies.
While property/casualty insurers are required to respond,
responding has not been difficult for them. Most current P/C
carriers are descended from organizations incorporated after
1865, and thus could not have written policies on slaves.
For P/C companies with predecessors dating from
before 1865, those predecessor organizations were
usually monoline “fire” insurers covering physical
structures exclusively.
Of the five companies that have unearthed records of
policies on slaves, only one, Royal Sun Alliance, reports
a connection to property insurance, that being a London
company that may have insured ships carrying slaves.
The other four companies are life insurers or, in one
case, a multiline carrier that had acquired a life insurer with
a connection to slave business. (Viewpoint does not usually
cover life insurance topics, but an AAIS Advisory notice of a
call by the Maryland Insurance Administration for slave era
information prompted questions from recipients, leading to
research for this article.)
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Benefit
However great or slight the burden on insurers, the
effort to identify slave era policies can provide a priceless
benefit to African-American families trying to research
their family histories.
For African-Americans, the 1860 U.S. census has long
been known as “the wall,” the point where their search for
family origins comes to a halt. That and previous censuses
counted slaves but rarely identified them by name.
Today, however, a lucky few can now find their
slave ancestors named on slave era insurance registries
maintained by the states.
Often a slave is referred to only by first name and
occupation, but that information, plus the name and location
of the slave owner, can provide critical pieces of a heartrending puzzle for African-Americans.
One website devoted to African-American history
referred to California’s online slave era insurance registry
as “an under-utilized resource” that “provide[s] otherwise
obscure information to the genealogy researcher.”
For those interested in the history of insurance, policies
on slaves provide a grim but interesting look at policy form
language in the mid-19th century. 

©iStockphoto.com

For those interested in the
history of insurance, policies
on slaves provide a grim but
interesting look at policy
form language in the mid19th century.

Policy

Slave policy

One family that can claim some direct evidence from
insurance records are the descendants of Robert Moody, a
slave in Chesterfield County, Virginia.
According to a policy posted online by one of Moody’s
descendants, Moody’s life was insured by “The Nautilus
(Mutual Life) Insurance Company of New York” in
February 1847.
The policy insured Moody’s life for $400 for one year
in exchange for a premium of $5.81. The named insured
was James W. Moody of Chesterfield County (slaves often
shared names with their owners).
The printed policy form carried several exclusions.
Coverage would be “void, null, and of no effect” if Robert
Moody were to:

The policy written by Nautilus Mutual on Robert
Moody appears to be an ordinary life insurance policy, and
could have been written on anybody. The fact that Moody
was a slave was indicated by manuscript.
More specific is a policy issued by Aetna Insurance
Co. in St. Louis, Mo. on Jan. 13, 1860, and reproduced
in an appendix to a report on slavery era insurance by the
Maryland Insurance Administration.
The printed form states “slave policy” at the top, and
is accompanied by a printed schedule that reads “register
of the slave or slaves insured in this policy,” with printed
columns for slave names, age, value, amount at risk, rates,
and premium.

■ “Die upon the seas;”
■ “Pass beyond the settled limits of the United States,
excepting within the settled limits of the British
Provinces of the two Canadas, Nova Scotia, or New
Brunswick;”
■ “Visit those parts of the United States, which lie
south of the southern boundaries of the States of
Virginia and Kentucky, between the first of July and
the first of November;”
■ “Enter into any military or naval service whatsoever,
the militia met in actual service accepted;” or
■ “Die by his own hand, in consequence of a duel, or by
the hands of justice, or on the known violation of any
law of these States, or of the United States, or of the
said (British North American) Provinces.”
Under the Nautilus policy, the exclusions for seasonal
travel to the Deep South and for military or naval service
might be avoided with “previous consent thus endorsed”
by the insurer.
That provision casts some light on the evolution of
the term “endorsement” to describe an agreement by an
insurer to extend the coverage provided under a policy.
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The insured slaves are then indicated by manuscript:
Name

Value

Risk

Rate

Premium

Henry – 19

$1,200

$900

3/4

$6.75

Martha – 14

$1,000

$750

3/4

$5.63

Ann – 15

$1,000

$750

3/4

$5.63

Amanda – 15

$1,000

$750

3/4

$5.63

Below the entries, the amount at risk is totaled at
$3,150 for a premium of $23.64.
Though incomplete, those entries could provide
priceless information to African-Americans who know,
or suspect, that their ancestors were enslaved to Charles
Meyer of St. Francois County, Mo. in 1860.

Exclusions
The Aetna policy stated that it would be “utterly void”
if any of the insured slaves should die:
■ “By his, her, or their own hands;
■ “By any injury inflicted in an attempt to commit suicide
or by the hands of justice;
■ “In violation of law; 

The effort to identify slave era
policies can provide a priceless
benefit to African-American families

■ “By the hands of a mob;
■ “By foreign invasion or by an insurrection;
■ “By the neglect, abuse, or maltreatment of the owner, or
anyone to whom he, she or they shall be entrusted;
■ “Laboring under any chronic disease at the time of
issuing this policy;
■ “[If] forced, permitted or entreated, by his, her or their
owner, or by the agent of the owner, to engage in any
combat causing his, her or their death.”
Also, coverage would be void if any of the slaves should:
■ “Abscond or be kidnapped;
■ “Be taken or permitted to be taken to more Southern
localities (if South of the 35th degree North latitude)
than that in which insured, between the fifteenth day of
July until the fifteenth day of November;
■ “[Be] engage[d] in any more hazardous occupation than
those enumerated.”
In a few places, the language of Aetna’s slave policy
showed a business-like regard for the physical well-being
of the slaves, but only for the interest of others. ■

Agricultural Insurance Programs
n Agricultural Output
n Agricultural General Liability
n Agricultural Commercial
Umbrella and Excess Liability
n Farmowners
n Farm Umbrella
n Farm Monolines
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More than 300 companies write
about $1 billion of premium each
year using AAIS farm and ag
programs. That includes half of the
top farm insurers in the country.
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News
AAIS Launches
Redesigned
AAISonline Website
AAIS has revised and
redesigned AAISonline, an
open website with general
information on AAIS
products and services, and on
topics in property/casualty
insurance. (AAISonline is distinct from the
AAISdirect web service accessed solely by
users of AAIS programs.)
Property/casualty professionals can go
to AAISonline for:
■ Descriptions of all AAIS personal,
commercial, agricultural, and inland
marine programs;
■ Descriptions of the actuarial,
compliance, and data services that
support AAIS programs; and
■ Archives of AAIS press releases,
Advisory emails, Viewpoint
magazine articles, and other public
communications.
The latest revision of AAISonline
includes commentaries by AAIS staff
members in key product and service areas
describing their approach to insurance
product development and to the productrelated needs of AAIS member companies.
Product descriptions, press releases,
and current content are available to all
users; users are asked to register free of
charge for access to certain archived or
specialized content.
The registration feature, similar to
those used on many websites, will help
AAIS identify topics and types of content
helpful to individuals involved in P/C
product development and related areas.
The redesigned site also introduces
enhanced search features and
functionality. ■
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AgOP and AgGL
to be Topics of
Fall Agribusiness
Conferences

Rick Maka Addresses
“Rate Change
Paralysis” in NAMIC
article

The AAIS Agricultural Output
Program (AgOP) and Agricultural
General Liability Program (AgGL) will
be described in breakout sessions during
the Fall 2012 Agribusiness Conferences,
scheduled for Sept. 10-11 in RaleighDurham, N.C., and Oct. 22-23 in Des
Moines, Iowa.
The AgOP provides
forms, manual
classifications and rules,
and rating information for
insuring property exposures
for more than 80 eligible
classes of agriculture-related
risks. Modeled in part after the AAIS
Commercial Output Program (COP), the
AgOP provides broad property and inland
marine coverage in a single policy form.
The AgGL is the first standardized
general liability program designed for
agricultural operations, and it is rapidly
growing in use.
Among other things, the Agribusiness
Conference provides courses toward
the designation of Agriculture and
Farm Insurance Specialist, the foremost
designation for specialists in the
agricultural and farm insurance industry.
For information on the Agribusiness
Conferences and the AFIS designation, go
to www.ibawest.com. ■

Rick Maka,
AAIS director of
marketing and
strategic alliances,
has written an
article entitled
“Overcoming ‘Rate Change Paralysis,’”
posted on the July/August 2012 “Mutual
INbetween” page of the website of the
National Association of Mutual Insurance
Companies (NAMIC, www.namic.org).
In the article, Rick discusses how
insurers can mitigate rate dislocation when
moving to a more refined rating plan
without losing the value of information
provided by the plan.
The article expands upon remarks by
Rick in his presentation describing by-peril
rating at the 2012 NAMIC Personal Lines
Seminar in Orlando.
Rick joined AAIS in June 2004 after
working 12 years at Aon. Prior to that, he
worked as an independent agent in the
Chicago area, specializing in coverage for
financial institutions. ■

AAIS Announces
Freeze in Assessment
Rates
AAIS announced in July 2012 that
insurers using its policy forms and rating
information will see no increase in the
rates they will pay for service in the 201213 fiscal year.
In a letter announcing the freeze, AAIS
President and CEO Edmund J. Kelly said
he was gratified to be able to offer the rate
freeze “knowing how hard some of you

have been hit in recent years by unusually
frequent and severe catastrophes.”
“As the only
national P/C advisory
organization dedicated
solely to serving
the industry, AAIS
allows 100% of your
assessment dollars to be
invested in developing and maintaining
quality programs,” he added.
Kelly credited longtime CEO
Paul Baiocchi for the stable growth
and financial health of AAIS, which
allowed the organization to implement
the rate freeze.
“I must thank Paul Baiocchi and the
entire AAIS team, which has continued to
expand our customer base and maintain
stable operating expenses,” Kelly wrote.
“It is only through their efforts that I have
an opportunity to freeze rates for the
coming year.”
Kelly was elected president of AAIS
at its April “Main Event” conference,
and assumed the role of CEO with the
new fiscal year, continuing a transition
process initiated in 2011. Baiocchi will
remain actively engaged with AAIS
through 2012. ■

i3 “RePortal”
Software Enhanced
to Meet AAIS
Specifications
i3 Software, Iselin, N.J., recently
announced that it has enhanced RePortal,
its insurance
bureau reporting
software, to fully
comply with AAIS
statistical reporting
specifications.
The latest version
of RePortal facilitates compliance with
all bureaus across all lines and states,
allowing for quick submissions, increased
automation, enhanced accuracy in
reporting, and seamless integration with
changes in bureau specifications, plus the
flexibility necessary to modify bureauspecific rules.
As a web-based application, RePortal
is available at all times and accessible
from any location.
David Linton, AAIS vice president
of information services, calls RePortal
“an effective tool for converting data
from a variety of formats into a variety of
outputs, including AAIS statistical data

formats. This tool could be very helpful in
preparing data for submission to AAIS.”
(AAIS does not warranty any outside
products or services.)
i3 Software provides insurance
companies with custom-tailored
software development services as well
as information technology consulting
services. For more information on i3
Software and RePortal, contact Subra
Atrayesa, 732-791-2476.
i3 Software is one of nearly 40
companies–including reinsurers,
software vendors, and other 
organizations–that are associate members
of AAIS. As associate members, these
organizations have online access to AAIS
product information, plus the ability to
reach out to AAIS member companies
through AAIS communications.
For information on becoming an
AAIS associate member, contact Rick
Maka, director of marketing and strategic
alliances, at rickm@aaisonline.com or by
calling 800-564-AAIS, ext. 222. ■

AAIS New Affiliates
■ Pacific Employers Insurance Company
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FACT Homeowners insurers are under intense competitive pressure
to rate policies more precisely for the level of risk they pose.

FACT Those that fail to do so face adverse selection.
FACT Few companies have the time, money, data, analytical tools,
and actuarial and statistical expertise to develop a highly
refined rating plan.

FACT The AAIS by-peril rating plan can help any insurer achieve the
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pricing “granularity” and “actuarial lift” needed to maintain
favorable operating results in homeowners insurance.

Slave Era Policies
A burden to insurers can be a benefit
to African-American families

Interested in using the AAIS Homeowners By-Peril Rating Plan?
Contact Rick Maka at rickm@AAISonline.com or call 800-564-2247 x222.
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